Introduction
When teachers in Los Angeles went on strike in 1970, they passed out a leaflet titled "Teachers Want What Kids Need." The text listed a number of items on which teachers demanded to be heard on matters of educational improvement. The idea that teacher bargaining would work for the educational good of students drew support. Even the historically antiunion Los Angeles Times liked the idea.
Yet, five years later when the California legislature passed a collectivebargaining bill, the legitimated scope of bargaining was limited to "wages, hours, and terms and conditions of employment," language appropriated from the federal National Labor Relations Act and the labor doctrine of a strict demarcation between workers and managers. Teachers would teach, administrators manage, and school boards make policy. Unions would represent teachers' economic interests and assure them procedural due process.
Electronically published March 9, 2007 ments would reflect public rather than private interests. The measure was criticized in the press, and legislators on both sides of the aisle saw the expanded CTA role as a power grab rather than as an educational reform measure (Skelton 2002) .
School managers have complained for a quarter century that teacher contracts inhibit their freedom to manage and sop up all the available resources. Yet there are two signatures on the contract. Not only have school boards and administrators failed to eliminate the spread of work rules; they seldom have tried to use bargaining as a means to reform. Likewise, governors and chief state school officers often claim that work rules in teacher contracts make change impossible. Yet they turn a blind eye to reams of regulations that flow downward from statehouses and the federal government.
No one is particularly happy with the current state of affairs. Teachers rarely have a legitimated voice in the way schools run, and, except as it isolates teachers from external criticism and interference, collective bargaining as practiced has done little to advance teaching as an art or craft. Even though the unions are considered strong-in some cases inappropriately so-the collective-bargaining table has not served as a particularly good place for discussions about what should be taught and how or about how authority and responsibility in schools should be divided up.
School managers, never fans of collective bargaining, increasingly see the union as blocking their ability to institute change and reform. They are joined by many in the education reform community, including public officials, policy researchers, and, most particularly, commentators identified with market-based alternatives to the present government-run education system.
The voting public doesn't connect unions and educational reforms. When unions try to lead or just be a part of reforms, their motives are said to be suspect.
Reform Unionism
By the mid-1980s signs of change had begun to appear. The signal event was a speech by the late Albert Shanker, president of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), to delegates of the New York state AFT. Shanker called for what he described as "professional unionism." At the time, his remarks were met by near silence from his teacher audience. Instead of the thunderous applause usually given to convention keynoters, the delegates sat in disbelief that one of their own would advocate that teachers actively work with school managers to improve schools. But Shanker's comments resonated with a number of influential AFT leaders around the country. As a result, his remarks and subsequent actions ushered in an era of experimentation or at least gave protective cover to unionists and school superintendents determined that things needed to change. As Shanker noted, "It is as much the duty of the union to preserve public education as it is to negotiate a good contract" (AFT 2000) .
Thus, over the last 20 years, many school districts and union locals have tried to work their way out of the box constructed by a narrow scope of bargaining, negotiating on behalf of teaching as well as teachers (Kerchner et al. 1997) . Beginning in the 1980s, a number of unions and school districts agreed to substantive changes within the collective-bargaining structure. These agreements included topics such as shared decision making, peer assistance and review, professional development, parent involvement, changes in the reward and incentive system, charters and other kinds of semiautonomous schools, intervention in low-performing schools, and educational standards. For example:
• Getting the right teachers in challenging schools. The United Federation of Teachers in New York City-no wimpy union-came to an agreement with the district over staffing the city's lowest-performing schools in which teachers are chosen by a management-labor-parent personnel committee on the basis of a teacher's fit with the school's mission, not seniority.
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• Substantive review of teaching. Peer review is alive and well in dozens of districts nationwide. This system works, combining coaching with a proven ability to remove the worst teachers from classrooms.
• Intensive professional development. This takes place in collaboration with the union in many districts, including New York City, Minneapolis, Rochester (New York), and Montgomery County, Maryland.
• Incentive systems. Denver is, of course, the poster child for developing an alternative to the single salary schedule. But there is great interest in tying salary increases to increases in teacher competence, as Allan Odden and his colleagues are showing (Odden and Kelley 1997) .
One of the more far reaching of these reform efforts is displayed in peer review. Dal Lawrence, president of the Toledo (Ohio) Federation of Teachers, took the idea of peer review to the bargaining table in 1983, and, much to his surprise, management's negotiator agreed with the truly radical idea that teachers could socialize and evaluate novices and fire poorly performing veterans. Peer review proved viable and now exists in about 50 school districts nationwide. Besides Toledo, the most visible programs exist in Columbus, Ohio, where the peer review extends to extensive coaching and university training programs; in Minneapolis, where peer review is linked to school site reforms; in Rochester, New York, where it is part of a career ladder system; and in Montgomery County, Maryland, where it is one component of an extensive teacher professional growth system.
Case studies of these and other peer programs find that they are more effective in disciplining experienced teachers than were school administrators acting alone. Unionized teachers will vote to fire other teachers, or "call the question," as it is referred to in Rochester. They also provide good mentoring, and anecdotal evidence suggests that novice teachers learn the craft skills of experienced teachers more quickly than would otherwise be the case.
In the late 1980s, Rochester, New York, superintendent Peter McWalters and local union president Adam Urbanski began to hold sustained conversations about joint union-management-sponsored reform. These talks led to a breakthrough contract in 1987 that provided a 40 percent raise for teachers and pledged the union to a series of substantive and rapid reforms. Ever since, Rochester has been a magnet for attention and criticism.
Both the political leadership in Rochester and the policy community became restive at the slow pace of change. When Urbanski quipped, "Real reform is real hard," the response was, "Yeah, but you took the money real fast" (Kerchner and Koppich 1993, 136 Hammond, Indiana, created a "living contract," a long-term agreement, which could be amended as problems arose (Kerchner 2001 ).
Yet, by the turn of the century, the spread of labor reform seemed stalled. No national organization advocates reform unionism foursquare-not the National Association of School Boards, not the American Association of School Administrators, not the Council of Chief State School Officers, and not the unions themselves. The National Education Association's (NEA) experimentation with what it called "new unionism" disintegrated after its chief sponsor, Bob Chase, left the presidency. Shanker died, and reform took a much lower profile within the AFT, although the organization adopted the tagline "a union of professionals" in its publications and on its Web site (see Kerchner and Koppich 1993) . Although recently there have been very interesting changes in some large district locals, notably New York City (AFT) and Montgomery County, Maryland (NEA), it is clear that reform unionism is not likely to reach what Malcolm Gladwell (1996 Gladwell ( , 2000 famously called the "tipping point." American Journal of Education Twenty years of labor relations reform have revealed numerous barriers to using collective bargaining as a means to organize teaching around educational quality. Recalcitrant unionists and school administrators, comfortable with the industrial status quo, clearly impede building unions around craft, artistic, or professional principles. Even when unions accept the idea of change, they often are not well organized to engage it. Union locals have relatively small staffs, and joint labor-management reform efforts tax their capacity.
Ellen Bernstein, president of the Albuquerque Teachers Federation (ATF), captures the efforts to transform the local toward professional unionism:
For 20 years Albuquerque [ATF] had attempted to further a reform agenda by engaging the district through the collective bargaining process. We were frustrated in our attempts and concluded that it was impossible to practice "new unionism" in the context of "old managementism." It wasn't until we systematically explored our own organizational structure that it was evident to us that our internal structures were focused on a traditional union role; we were wholly ignoring any efforts to engage our own membership in our reform agenda. The self-study painted a picture of our organization as a prisoner of the industrial era just as the school system we had been attempting to change. Our organizational structures and activities were completely focused on maintaining efficacy as a union able to bargain for salary increases and provide service to its constituency. As a union whose existence is still based on voluntary membership of less than half of the work force, this was not surprising. (Bernstein 2003, 243) 3 Most staff members in most locals continue to spend their working days attending to the nuts and bolts of conventional unionism: representing teachers in grievance processes, negotiating contracts, training teachers for union leadership posts, and attending to the union organization itself.
Antiunion politicians make it difficult to forge useful alliances between unions and school reformers. The politics of educational reform is to create a sufficiently large common space where persons and interests who do not always agree can work together. But alliances are impossible when one party maintains that the other is politically illegitimate or improper (Dunlop 1958) . Both legally and culturally, management, unions, and the broader society must perceive that student achievement is union work.
An array of political and ideological forces that do not perceive unions in any form as the legitimate representative of teachers and teaching clearly dampens the possibility of working toward a solution. The same voices that decry teacher unionism's embrace of educational reforms are frequently heard applauding anti-collective-bargaining legislation or charter school laws that remove the right to organize from those who work in them.
Engaging teacher unions does not mean forgoing criticism, debate, or con-frontation. It does not mean the end to fractious bargaining: quite the contrary. But it does mean expecting more of labor relations, expecting as a matter of public policy that union leadership will also lead teachers on reform issues. It means raising questions about the connections between union activities and educational reform again and again until they are answered. Those who think that unions should speak for teaching as well as teachers, for the institution of public education as well as for explicit teacher self-interest, have both the right and the ability to ask tough questions. Those who don't think unions should lead educational reforms have just let them off the hook. In effect, they have acquiesced to a policy environment in which labor is allowed to encumber most of a school district's operating budget without having to discuss whether the allocation of funds makes schools better, fixes a problem, or is more productive than an alternative. From a public policy standpoint, not letting unions off the hook means changing their duties and responsibilities under the law. Collective-bargaining statutes do not simply create the freedom to engage in collective bargaining; they create specific expectations and responsibilities. For example, a teachers union must bargain for all the employees in a particular bargaining unit, including those who do not belong to the union. Nonmember employees-even those who dislike the union-receive the benefits of this representation. Likewise, the union is obligated to a duty of fair representation for all the employees, including nonmembers. They must, for example, represent employees in grievance proceedings whether or not those employees are members of the union.
Yet nowhere in the law does it say that teacher unions have a duty to raise the issue of student achievement. The teacher unions, and particularly the AFT, have asserted that it is their duty. Beginning with the publication of Redesigning Low Performing Schools: It's Union Work (AFT 2000) , the AFT signaled a willingness to take on educational reform issues. But the spotty engagement of reform issues-differing widely among union locals and from one superintendent's administration to another-makes clear that depending on the presence of progressive union leadership or an era of good feeling between union and management is not enough. Changes in statute are necessary to create both a legitimate status for unions to engage student achievement and the organizational qualities that cause it and a duty for unions to do so.
The Need for a New Labor Law
Education needs to attach collective bargaining's private interests to the larger public good of student achievement. The process that distributes money and authority should be required to address the public's interest in student achievement.
Unions and teachers certainly have private interests, and so do school administrators, school board members, legislators, and governors. There is no political arena-from Congress to school site councils-that doesn't contain a mixture of public good and private interests. Under current labor law, collective bargaining is supposed to separate the two through restrictions in what can be bargained. Unions are allowed to represent the private-regarding interests in their wages and working conditions, while school managers and school boards are expected to represent the public interest. Managerial literature typically refers to this division as the "right to manage." Individually, teachers are allowed, even expected, to govern their behavior in publicregarding ways, but collectively they are not.
If, as union critics hold, teacher unions always represent private interests, they are doing exactly as the law intends. It is labor law that sets out the areas of legitimate behavior for unions and creates specific duties and responsibilities. The culture and standards of good practice attached to existing labor law strongly pattern the behavior of labor and management, their attorneys, arbitrators, and judges. As Daniel Bell (1973) noted, unionization has always been dependent on government structures. Unions may have started as social movements, but they are patterned by statute.
This was the case in the private sector after the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) was passed in 1935, and it was only after states began to adopt NLRA-like statutes that teacher collective bargaining spread rapidly across the country. States copied statutory language from one another, tweaking it as the words crossed state lines. A common culture and practice also followed unionization from place to place. Wollett and Chanin's The Law and Practice of Teacher Negotiations (1974) patterned practice within the NEA, and collective bargaining spread relatively easily from place to place because each school district and union did not have to invent it anew. Behaviors and structures could be copied from one another (DiMaggio and Powell 1983) . If society wants unions to behave differently, then it needs to change statutes in order to legitimate union activity and create a duty for them to do so.
Creating Legitimacy for Teacher Voice
First of all, labor law will have to make what are now the frontiers of educational labor relations permissible territory. Unionists should not have to wonder whether participating in joint labor-management committees or making substantive decisions is likely to be interpreted as supervisory work, thus rendering teachers ineligible for collective-bargaining rights. (The very existence of a joint committee, rather than the substance of its decisions, has been taken as a reason to classify workers as supervisors who are thus not entitled to bargaining rights.) The NLRA posits a fundamental dividing line between labor and management. Legislative history and court decisions interpreting the law asserted that collective bargaining by managerial employees would create intolerable divided loyalties (Rabban 1989) .
The 1980 U.S. Supreme Court decision in National Labor Relations Board v. Yeshiva University reinforced the separation of workers and managers in higher education, as did the recent case involving nurses (National Labor Relations Board v. Health Care and Retirement Corporation of America, 1994) . Faculty members at Yeshiva were denied collective-bargaining rights because their faculty senate and its committees made substantive decisions at their university. Thus they were considered "supervisors" under the law and ineligible for bargaining rights. The 1947 Taft-Hartley amendments to the NLRA specifically excluded supervisors from coverage under the law, specifying (in sec. 2 [11] ) that supervisors are those who have the authority to hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall, promote, discharge, assign, reward, or discipline other employees. Although this federal legal doctrine has never been applied to a state case governing public school teachers, it stands as a symbolic barrier, a monument to the notion that the law did not intend workers and management to share decisional power. "In the end, the Yeshiva case is troubling because it is at war with the idea of consensus between professional employees and their administrators" (Schlossberg and Fetter 1986, 15) .
Consensus and joint labor-management committees are legally suspicious. Although Senator Robert Wagner espoused cooperation among workers, the law for which he is remembered, and the state statutes derived from it, nearly universally place barriers in the way of a close working relationship between unions and management. The framers of the law were concerned with socalled company unions, organizations that looked like unions but were dominated by management and formed to forestall worker organization by independent unions. Section 8(a)(2) of the NLRA provides that it shall be an unfair labor practice for an employer to "dominate or interfere with the formation or administration of any labor organization or contribute financial or other support to it." Under the statute, employee organizations (sec. 2[5]) include virtually any kind of employee representation committee or organization that deals with wages or working conditions. Peer review challenges both the ideology and the practice of current labor relations in rather obvious ways. The courts have held that by achieving the status of exclusive representative for a group of employees, unions also take on a duty to "exercise fairly the power conferred upon it in behalf of all those for whom it acts, without hostile discrimination among them" (Steele v. Louisville and N.R.R., 323 U.S. 192 ).
This duty is felt in several circumstances, but the one most associated with peer review is the representation requirement when employees are disciplined or discharged. The courts have held that a union has discretion in deciding how far to press a grievance brought by a member in these cases, so long as it does not discriminate against or among groups of members (Morris 1971 ). Thus, not every grievance needs to be carried to arbitration or into the courts. But in peer review cases, the union approves of and participates in a process in which members judge other members, and unions have generally agreed that they will not challenge the substance of peer review rulings. While the existing peer review experiments have produced no legal challenges from teachers who were judged to be incompetent, the status of unions remains unclear.
Peer review also challenges sections of education statutes that reserve managers' right to evaluate employees. Principals in Rochester, New York, unsuccessfully challenged the teacher union's introduction of peer review on this ground. In California districts that adopted peer review, administrators sign the final recommendations, thus complying with the letter of the law. 4 A recent analysis of peer review by union attorneys suggests contractual language that would assure that teachers serving on peer review panels or as supervising teachers would not compromise their status as bargaining unit members (AFT-NEA 1998). But most state collective-bargaining laws do not send a clear message that these guildlike activities are what unions and management need to do, rather than what they can get away with if they want. If a focus on student achievement is to come about, it will be necessary to encourage joint labor-management enterprises, such as professional practice committees and jointly sponsored professional development schools, as in Cincinnati, without violating the employer assistance or domination prohibition.
The development of a legal structure more focused on student achievement requires changes in the concept of company domination. Collegial committees or actual joint operations need support from employers. Teachers should be able to form committees that advise and actually make policy, and school authorities should be able to assist those committees with staff support and budgets without violating the labor statute.
As David Rabban writes, "The definition of company domination that best promotes professional values should be limited to actual employer interference with the independent decision making of employee committees, whether or not this interference derives from anti-union animus. Unless committees of professional employees are able to reach their own conclusions, they cannot provide the employer with the expert advice that justifies their existence" (1990, 755) .
Addressing the labor law issues necessary to make guildlike teacher unions legally safe provides symbol and substance for changes in labor-management relations but no incentives. It must be remembered that state statutes under which teachers bargain have not been much of a barrier to innovative practices in the places that wanted to undertake them. Virtually all the practices described in this article have taken place without changing laws. Most of the existing labor reforms have taken place within existing statutory restrictions, simply because both labor and management wanted changes to come about and the statutes and case law were sufficiently permissive that union efforts to organize around quality and management promotion of or agreement with these efforts have not prompted legal challenge. When there has been a challenge, the courts have ruled in favor of the innovative practice.
Creating a Duty to Negotiate Student Achievement
We argue that it is in the public interest for teacher unions and school districts to negotiate student achievement goals even though neither may want to do so. It took no coaxing to persuade unions to negotiate wages, once they gained a legitimated right to do so, but neither labor nor management wants to own the student achievement problem, and they particularly don't want to place it in joint custody. After all, specifying goals creates accountability to them. Specifying goals requires specifying which objectives are most important. Putting goals on the same table as wages, hours, and working conditions requires labor and management to face the reality that how money and time are spent has a relationship to achievement.
Creating a duty to specify student achievement goals runs counter to several precepts of contemporary labor law. In addition to scope of bargaining restrictions, labor statutes generally do not require that contracts contain agreements on specific topics.
Instead, the NLRA tradition, which most state statutes and case law draw upon, divides subjects of bargaining into mandatory, permissive, and prohibited. As the names imply, mandatory subjects are those over which negotiation is required. Employers may not make unilateral changes without first bargaining and exhausting statutorily prescribed impasse procedures. Permissive subjects are those about which bargaining is allowed but not required. Generally, a party may not insist on its position on a permissive subject to impasse, and disputes over such subjects are not subject to statutorily prescribed impasse procedures. An employer may choose not to bargain and act unilaterally at its option. Prohibited subjects are those on which the parties are forbidden to bargain and on which any collective-bargaining agreement is unenforceable.
But even in mandatory topics of bargaining, management is required to negotiate a topic only if the union raises an issue. If, for example, a union had never raised the length of the teaching day as a topic of bargaining, management would not be required to negotiate it. (As it is, hours of employment have been among the most litigated topics in labor law.) For all the reasons described earlier, the union might not raise student achievement as a topic of negotiation. If management were operating according to the tradition that contracts should contain as few topics as possible, it would not be likely to raise student achievement as something it wanted to discuss. Hence, public policy needs to require labor and management to reach agreement about what matters most in education.
Why Goal Setting Matters
It is reasonable to raise the objection that school districts have lost the ability to set their own goals and thus it is meaningless to negotiate them. Indeed, in the last 20 years, particularly since passage of No Child Left Behind (NCLB) in 2001, student achievement goals have become more explicit and more imposed from outside schools and districts. While NCLB is the visible and most debated tip of the imposed goal iceberg, a much larger mass remains unseen. As the need and expectation for postsecondary education have risen, goals for public school systems increasingly are controlled by college and university systems and the testing companies that create their entrance examinations. Courses of study and the means to evaluate them arise increasingly from college entrance tests, such as the SAT, and from entrance requirements of state colleges and universities. High school exit examinations and state imperatives create another level of expectations for students and, often, sanctions for school districts. One can question whether there are any goals left to be set in the collective-bargaining agreement.
Even if the collective-bargaining agreement simply incorporated existing federal requirements, it would have the advantage of aligning the budget with school district goals. There are virtually no other arenas in the school budgeting process that bring money and intent together with such force.
However, if the experience of reform unionism is any guide, teachers and school managers will bring more important goals to the table. Externally set goals often reflect easy-to-measure aspects of student achievement, such as reading fluency and comprehension. More authentic assessments that teachers value, such as a portfolio of student work, are pushed aside. Schools and teachers commonly have goals other than test scores: graduation rates, percentage of students leaving school ready for college or apprenticeship programs, decreased numbers of students expelled or suspended, and increased numbers of secondlanguage learners classified as English proficient. Goal setting through bargaining allows teachers and the school district to make these explicit.
Bargaining goals also provides a chance to rationalize them. External goal and sanction overload will lead education back to the same place that an abundance of goals always leads bureaucracies. Goal overload produces streetlevel choice about which mandates are real. When there are more rules than can possibly be followed or goals than can possibly be attained, teachers and principals decide which rules they will follow and which goals they attend to. So do students and parents, who, along with the salaried educators, create the cultural expectations and behavioral norms of schooling that have been recognized for generations.
Bargaining goals creates a process of internalization. Internally set goals represent a different kind of educational policy than those set on the outside. External goal setting becomes a mandate, and the natural response is compliance to the artifact of the goal rather than its intention. As this is being written, the authors' attention was drawn to a school district that had decided to eliminate the reading of whole books in its literature classes, the rationale being that only the decoding of passages was tested on the state examination. Internal goal setting builds capacity by linking the motivation of those who do the work to the expected outcomes. Thus goals are actually set twice: once through pronouncement, through standards, curriculum, and tests, and a second time in the enactment, through teacher, student, and parent interaction. The nature of this interaction depends partly on expectations and partly on how a school marshals its resources-money, time, talent, and attention. Dividing up these resources is a core function of collective bargaining, so regardless of how narrow the scope of bargaining, the teachers' union contract in effect sets student achievement goals or the means to reach them.
While many critics of collective bargaining have taken pains to show that unions have encroached on the educational policy arena, they miss the point. Even the narrowest constriction of the scope of bargaining-wages, classification of workers, benefits, and hours of work-effectively encumbers virtually all the operating budget of a labor-intensive organization, such as a school system. Moreover, the scope of bargaining has a tendency to expand over time as the parties to labor agreements use that vehicle to solve personnel problems and settle disputes. This is most often done without reference to the educational consequences of the agreement, thus creating what is called accidental policy making. It is the worst of all worlds, one that preserves the legal assertion that educational policy remain in the hands of legislatures and school boards while operating in an environment where the control of budgetary expenditures and time allocation are not examined as educational policy decisions. Narrow scope bargaining, as embodied in the NLRA framework, makes it impossible to tie the problem of professional judgment to fiscal and operational decisions.
How This System Would Work
The legislation we propose would require that all teacher collective-bargaining agreements contain a clause specifying student achievement goals. Such a clause could be simple, or it could be complex. If teachers wanted to act on the commonly espoused belief that single measures of achievement are not enough, or that standardized tests are inadequate or unfair, they could propose additional or alternative measures of achievement. If the administration wanted to decrease high school dropout rates or increase performance on a high school exit examination, it could propose these as student achievement goals. If a group of schools wanted the option to use portfolio assessment, that could be proposed. If someone wanted to propose unrealistically high standards, they could be proposed. If someone wanted ridiculously low student achievement standards as a way of guaranteeing that they would be met, they could be proposed, too, and take the criticism that surely would come from parents and the public.
At the end of the negotiations, the contract would be required to contain student achievement goals. Otherwise, under our proposal, there would be no labor contract. No new wage rates could be paid; no new terms and conditions of employment could be put into effect. If a contract were to be signed without student achievement goals, it could be immediately challenged before the courts or the public employment relations board, depending on how the state adjudicates labor disputes. Any citizen could bring such a challenge.
What happens if labor and management disagree? We favor binding arbitration. In the logic of collective bargaining over economic issues, an impasse leads to mediation, sometimes fact finding, and, if still unresolved, ultimately to work stoppage. Both labor and management are willing to suffer economic consequences in order to advance their positions. However, in most public education settings, and in much of the rest of bargaining in the public sector, employee strikes are illegal. They sometimes happen anyway, but in some states, such as New York, they are heavily penalized.
For police, firefighters, and other workers where a strike would endanger public health and safety, state labor laws have tended to find substitutes for the strike that impose an agreement on both sides. These arbitrations are different from those that occur as a result of grievances once a contract is signed. In grievance adjudication, the arbitrator decides whether an individual grievant's rights under the contract have been violated and, if so, what the remedy should be. For example, should the grievant receive financial compensation, be moved from one school to another, receive a different teaching assignment? Grievance arbitration is a conventional and usual part of contract administration. Binding arbitration of contract disputes is rare in public education.
In binding contract arbitration, each party presents its position to an in-dividual arbitrator or a panel. If a panel, it typically is composed of three persons: one selected by labor, one by management, and the third by mutual consent of the two parties.
Other models exist, such as the naming of a permanent arbitration panel or a single umpire. The state public employment relations board might arbitrate. In at least one jurisdiction, Colorado, the governor is empowered to resolve disputes in which public health and safety are declared to be at risk and to write the entire contract.
There are a number of alternative modes of contract dispute arbitration. The arbitrator or panel may be required to choose between the final offers of each side. Such final offer arbitration is thought to cause each party to the negotiation to make its final offer as reasonable as possible. In other settings, the arbitrator is limited to deciding only specific points of disagreement, leaving the rest of the partly negotiated contract untouched.
The Risks and Rewards Involved
As with any statute, labor law does not always create the world that it intends. The framers of the NLRA, for example, thought that they were creating a more cooperative society in which class tensions would be dampened (Barenberg 1993) . At the same time, the bill's authors, principally Senator Wagner of New York, were faced with the example of company-dominated unions, which were prevalent in the 1920s, in which an employer would establish a domesticated employee organization in order to forestall more militant unionization. Thus was born the U.S. tradition of requiring that labor and management have an arms-length relationship.
It was thought that by creating powerful unions, which would represent the voice of workers at the national level, workplace relationships would become less tension filled and more flexible. But the mechanics of contract implementation led to the rule-dominated environment we see today. Management and labor, particularly rank-and-file workers, wanted agreements that were more specific and rationalized. If two workers were vying for the same assignment, who would get it? Objective criteria, such as seniority or certification, became the way around intramural disputes. And so developed a labor doctrine built around continuing tension between labor and management and a reliance on simple objective criteria, such as seniority, to settle workplace decisions.
The potential use and value of worker voice in how firms operated were lost, and labor law doctrine has not figured out a way to reclaim them. Thus, in the case of teachers, union reform has almost always been somewhat extralegal. Efforts at professional or reform unionism take place under cover of existing labor law but deviate from its accepted operation.
In advocating that teachers and school districts negotiate achievement goals and, as a consequence, the ways resources will be used to achieve them, we seek gradually to change the labor law doctrine as it applies to teachers while leaving all the familiar structures of labor relations in place. The negotiated contract would continue to be the centerpiece of the relationship. Unions would continue to talk about economic issues. The grievance procedure would remain in place. What would change is that the parties would be obligated to talk about student achievement.
There are four primary risks in adopting the statutory change we suggest and one big potential reward. First, teachers might act out of self-interest in setting student goals and the means to reach them. The unions might advance goals that are too easy to reach and solutions that are far more expensive than need be. Second, by discussing student outcomes at the bargaining table, unions would usurp decisions that belong to elected public officials, thus creating an improper and perhaps illegal delegation of powers. Third, the process might become ponderous and drawn out and interfere with school operations. Fourth, the process might be trivialized. Student achievement goals could be reduced to flowery and largely meaningless language of the type now often found in the preambles of labor contracts.
All four of these risks are real. But we think they are outweighed by the potential reward of actively engaging teachers as a collective in what matters most: student achievement.
Notes

